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Amnesty Says Killings, Torture And Arbitrary Arrests Persist

KINSHASA -- Torture and arrests are taking place in the capital and

massacres are taking place in areas of intense fighting in Zaire in the

growing climate of insecurity and lawlessness, Amnesty International's

Deputy Secretary General Herve Berger said today at the end of a two-week

investigation trip to the country.

"Despite the authorities" tight control on travel to the country's trouble

spots, reports of killings, torture and arbitrary arrest cannot be

silenced," Mr Berger said.

"Zairian authorities have created a climate of intimidation, where

questions demanding the truth about the role of the authorities in the

current crisis are repressed. People are afraid to talk about recent events

such as the persecution of members of Tutsi and Hutu minorities and the

role of the Zairian Armed forces in Eastern Zaire. Meanwhile the armed

groups in Kivu are committing deliberate and arbitrary killings of Zairians

and refugees."

The Amnesty International team has documented violent human rights abuses

committed by both the Zairian armed forces and the armed group who control

much of North and South Kivu in eastern Zaire in a report released today in

Kinshasa, (Zaire:Violent persecution by State and armed groups).



"We have received reports about the slaughter of hundreds of Rwandese

refugees and displaced Zairians by Tutsi-led armed groups last week," Mr.

Berger said.

The organization has obtained reports of hundreds of deliberate and

arbitrary killings of Zairian civilians and refugees by members of the

Tutsi-led armed groups, now known as L"Alliance des forces democratiques

pour la liberation du Congo-Zaire (AFDL) in Bukavu, Uvira and Goma as well

as the forcible repatriation of refugees to Rwanda and Burundi.

According to Amnesty International's information, about 500 Rwandese

refugees and displaced Zairians were massacred by AFDL members on or around

18 November. The massacre took place at Chimanga refugee camp, about 60 km

south of Bukavu. The AFDL have also rounded up and forcibly expelled

refugees from Burundi, handing them over to Burundi government troops at

the border. Hundreds of the returned refugees have been slaughtered by

Burundi government soldiers.

The AFDL has also attacked the refugee camp of Mugunga, near Goma, causing

the mass exodus of refugees to Rwanda. Hundreds of bodies have been found

and buried in Mugunga camp.

"Today amidst international indifference, hundreds of thousands of Zairian

civilians and refugees from Rwanda and Burundi are fleeing violence in

eastern Zaire; they are without food, water or medicines," Mr Berger said.

The delegation also fears that severe human rights violations, such as

extrajudicial executions are occurring in Kisangani, north central Zaire,

which has recently become an operational zone as a result of the conflict

in eastern Zaire. The delegation requested authorisation to carry out



research in Kisangani, and though the Vice-Prime Minister and Minister of

Interior assured Amnesty International access, the authorisation was never

delivered, raising questions as to whether the authorities had reasons to

fear the delegation's presence in Kisangani.

"Reports have been received by the organisation about killings, raping and

pillage being carried out by the Forces Armees Zairoises ( FAZ), including

violent attacks on families including beating and raping women and girls as

young as 12 in Kisangani," Mr Berger said.

Amnesty International has continued to call on the Zairian authorities to

end continued human rights violations committed by its own forces.

The organization has called both on the FAZ and on the AFDL to adhere to

the principles of international humanitarian law through the respect of

vulnerable persons (civilians and other persons hors de combat) and by

giving access to the victims to humanitarian organizations such as the

ICRC.

Investigations carried out by the delegation during the last two weeks

reveal that the Zairian authorities are responsible for detaining dozens of

political prisoners in detention centres throughout the capital. The

prisoners are held without charge or trial and are denied access to visits

by lawyers, doctors or family members. Some of them are believed to have

"disappeared".

Amnesty International is further concerned that the Zairian authorities

continue to arrest persons exercising their right to freedom of expression.

Over the last two weeks the delegation has interviewed dozens of victims

including parliamentarians, trade unionists, lawyers, journalists and



members of NGOs. They told us of beatings, rapes and imprisonment for

exercising basic rights. The organization has identified 10 possible

prisoners of conscience currently being held in Kinshasa alone. Three human

rights activists, Floribert Chebeya Bahizire, Harouna Mbongo and Bashi

Nabukili, members of a human rights group La voix des sans voix (VSV),

Voice of the Voiceless, were held incommunicado for six days before being

released.

Amnesty International, 1 Easton Street, London WC1X 8DJ, UK, Tel: 44-71

413-5500; Fax: 44-71 956-1157; Web: http://www.amnesty.org. For recent AI

press releases, check http://www.oneworld.org/amnesty/ai_press.html. For

more information on Amnesty International send an e-mail message for an

automatic reply to amnesty-info@igc.apc.org.
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International cooperation in forcing Rwandese refugees back from
Tanzania

AI INDEX: AFR/02/35/96

In a joint statement issued by the Tanzanian Government and the United

Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) dated December 1996, the

Government of Tanzania states that all Rwandese refugees can now return to

their country in safety and that all of them are expected to return home by

31 December 1996.

Amnesty International is concerned that this statement, addressed to all

Rwandese refugees in Tanzania, makes no mention of options for those

refugees who continue to fear human rights violations on return to Rwanda.

The refugees are not just an anonymous mass of half a million people who

can be treated in an identical fashion,Amnesty International said. There

may be many among them who would be at risk on return. It is the

responsibility of governments where they have sought asylum and of the

UNHCR to ensure that such people have protection.

In this unprecedented situation, over half a million people are being

expected to return at less than one months notice, with apparently no

provision for those who continue to fear human rights violations in Rwanda

to exercise their right to seek asylum.

This is a departure from situations elsewhere in the world where UNHCR has



been closely involved and where some provisions have been made for

identifying those who may be at risk in the country they would return to.

Overlooking individuals well-founded fears of return without giving them a

chance to have their case examined could amount in some cases to a

violation of the fundamental principle of non-refoulement, Amnesty

International said.

The joint statement makes no mention of the continuing human rights

problems in Rwanda, where around 87,000 prisoners -- many of them

arbitrarily arrested -- are detained without charge or trial in

life-threatening conditions and where the justice system is still not

functioning. Amnesty International has also documented a pattern of

disappearances and extrajudicial executions in Rwanda which have persisted

throughout 1996.

Senior representatives of the Rwandese Government have stated publicly and

in meetings with Amnesty International delegates that measures will be

taken to ensure the safety of returnees. The organization welcomes

assurances that arbitrary arrests will be stopped, that some prisoners will

be released to ease the overcrowding in detention centres and that

properties will be restored to their rightful owners. However, close

monitoring is needed to ensure that these promises are fulfilled and that

longer-term safeguards against human rights violations are put in place. In

particular, a fair and functional system of justice must become operational

to charge and try those who participated in the genocide in Rwanda in 1994.

The Tanzanian Government and the UNHCR should insist on clear independent

evidence of respect for human rights by the Rwandese Government, before

sending refugees back to an otherwise uncertain future, Amnesty



International said. Until proper safeguards have been established, it

cannot be concluded that it is safe for all Rwandese refugees to return.

Amnesty international is concerned that the international community has

been playing down the real level of human rights violations in Rwanda in

order to entice refugees to return.

This decision by the Tanzanian Government to expel more than half a million

Rwandese refugees to an uncertain fate in Rwanda disregards the basic human

rights of refugees and Tanzanias commitments under international law,

Amnesty International said.

By issuing this joint statement, the UNHCR is effectively rubber-stamping

this decision by Tanzania which contravenes its own basic principles of

protection of refugees. Instead, the UNHCR should be publicly protesting at

Tanzanias decision.

A deadline of less than a month for the return of around 550,000 refugees

who have shown little sign of wanting to return to Rwanda in the last two

years is not only unrealistic, but creates unacceptable pressure on the

refugees, Amnesty International said.

UNHCR officials have stated that this will not be a forced return, yet the

refugees appear not to have been allowed to decide individually whether

they can return. A return in these circumstances would effectively amount

to forcible repatriation.

Amnesty International is appealing for an immediate withdrawal of the

decision by the Tanzanian Government to expel all Rwandese refugees by 31

December 1996 and is urging the UNHCR to desist from taking any actions



which would condone this decision. The joint statement also requires that

any vulnerable persons be identified by Monday 9 December.

Amnesty International delegates were present in Rwanda when around 500,000

refugees returned from Zaire in mid November 1996. To date, there have not

been large-scale arrests or killings of these returnees in Rwanda. However,

in view of the persistent pattern of human rights violations in Rwanda, it

is still much too early to judge their longer- term safety in the country.

This therefore constitutes an inadequate basis for concluding that refugees

from Tanzania can now also return in safety.

The situation of refugees in Tanzania is significantly different from those

in Zaire and Burundi.

One of the reasons that refugees returned from Zaire appears to have been

because their camps were under attack, they no longer had access to food or

humanitarian aid and staying in Zaire would have meant certain death,

Amnesty International said.

Similarly, the tens of thousands of refugees who returned from Burundi

earlier in the year were fleeing a situation of violence there. More than

1,000 of those who returned from Burundi have since been arrested. These

events and the circumstances behind the returns from Zaire and Burundi

appear to have been deliberately overlooked by the international community.
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 Government troops continue to carry out gross human rights
violations

AI INDEX: AFR/62/07/97 News Service: 25/97

Zairian soldiers retreating from the country's Kivu region have pillaged, raped and killed with
virtual impunity in recent months, with people in many towns and villages living in constant
fear that they will become the next victims of such human rights violations, Amnesty
International said in a report released today.

The fears have escalated in the past month, after the government launched a military counter-
offensive to recapture territory lost to the L'Alliance des forces d?mocratiques poiur la
lib?rationa du Congo-Zaire (AFDL), Alliance of Democratic Forces for the Liberation of
Congo-Zaire.

"As evidence of brutal human rights violations mounts and military actions are stepped up, we
are calling on the international community to put pressure on the Zairian government now to
stop further human rights violations by its security forces," Amnesty International said.

Since the mass exodus of refugees at the end of last year, the human rights situation in Zaire
has fallen off the international agenda. Other governments have appeared unwilling or unable
to take action to help people suffering gross human rights abuses in Zaire and plans for a
humanitarian intervention force foundered after the forced repatriation of refugees to Rwanda.

Women, members of religious groups and non-Zairians, many of Rwandese or Burundian
origin, have been among those specifically targeted by Zairian troops.

On 5 or 6 December , according to several local sources, soldiers of the Forces arm?es
za?roises (FAZ), Zairian Armed Forces, brutally raped school girls at the Lyc?e Likovi
secondary school in Bunia. The soldiers are alleged to have raped the young girls savagely and
systematically, leaving seven of them dead. In a similar event, a witness reporting that FAZ
soldiers who went to Bunia raped and kidnapped young girls in late November, said: "This has
turned disgust with FAZ to bitter hatred".

Church workers have come under sustained attack, with local officials in Kisangani accusing
the church of collaborating with the rebellion. Church buildings have been repeatedly searched
or looted, and church personnel have been harassed and intimidated.

Since the start of the conflict in eastern Zaire, the Zairian authorities have detained Zairians of
Tutsi ethnic origin, refugees, journalists and human rights activists who have tried to
investigate abuses against Tutsi or speak out against government policies in the conflict zone.



In Kisangani, capital of Haut Zaire region, at least 80 Rwandese and Burundian prisoners were
being held 'for their own safety' since November 1996 in detention centres run by the Service
national d'intelligence et de protection (SNIP), National Intelligence and Protection Service.
Unconfirmed reports say that they may have been transferred to the remote Osio prison, 17
km from Kisangani, where conditions are appalling.

Amnesty International has appealed directly to the Zairian Prime Minister to release these
people immediately if they have not been charged with recognizable criminal offences.

In early January, the Minister of Defence, General Likulia Bolongo, announced that the armed
forces have to rid themselves of "criminals, runaways, pillagers and vagabonds". This
announcement led to the arrest of scores of soldiers on charges of looting and desertion. On 21
January, 14 soldiers were sentenced to death by court martial in Kisangani.

The organization believes that the death penalty is an inhumane violation of the fundamental
right to life and has therefore appealed to the Zairian Government to have these death
sentences commuted.

Amnesty International calls on the Zairian Government to ensure that its forces respect the
human rights of the unarmed civilians -- including the displaced and refugees -- in the conflict
zones and elsewhere. The organization is also asking both the Zairian Government and the
AFDL to allow full access to territories under their control to human rights activists and
others investigating reports of human rights violations in Zaire.

"Government around the world should also prevent further transfers of light weapons and
associated military equipment, as well as military personnel, to the government forces and to
the armed groups in the region," the organization said.

To subscribe to amnesty-L, send a message to with "subscribe amnesty-L" in the message
body. To unsubscribe, send a message to with "signoff amnesty-L" in the message body. If
you have problem signing off, contact .
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             Grave Doubts about the Fairness of the First Trials

AI INDEX: AFR/47/13/97 News Service: 56/97 8 APRIL 1997

The first trials of people charged with genocide and other crimes against humanity in Rwanda
have been largely unfair -- with most prosecutors and judges having little training, some trials
lasting only a few hours, and an apparent assumption that defendants are guilty unless proven
innocent, Amnesty International said in a new report issued today.

"The fact that trials are being held at all represents a significant step towards restoring justice
in Rwanda, but the serious flaws in both law and practice put at risk the lives of those charged
and the attempts at rebuilding the Rwandese justice system," the organization said.

In the 25-page report, based on observations of trials in Rwanda in January/February and a
review of the law governing genocide trails (Organic Law 8/96), the organization details its
concerns about the law, the conduct of the first trials, the appeals process and about the
sentencing including the death penalty. It also includes a series of detailed and practical
recommendations based on the observations of the trials in Rwanda. While Amnesty
International welcomes the efforts made by the Rwandese Government to put an end to the
culture of impunity, it expresses its fears that in the near future, a large number of defendants
may be sentenced to death and executed after unfair trials.

"For the government's efforts and the trials themselves to be effective , they need to conform
to international standards of fairness," Amnesty International said.

The necessary facilities to prepare the defence are curtailed by the Rwandese Code of Criminal
Procedure which provides only eight days prior to the start of trials. The difficulties which
defendants have experienced in preparing their defence have been aggravated by the appalling
conditions in Rwandese prisons, including serious overcrowding, absence of writing materials,
and lack of assistance for illiterate defendants.

Most prosecutors and judges have only received up to six months' training, without prior legal
training whatsoever. Despite the significant progress made in recent months to rebuild the
judicial system, the use of judicial officials not adequately trained has seriously jeopardised
the process and outcome of trials.

Furthermore, throughout 1995 and 1996, a number of judicial officials have been moved from
their posts , apparently as result of government or military interference with their duties.
Because he had apparently denounced the interference of the authorities in the functioning of



the judiciary, Celestin Kayibanda, Prosecutor of Butare, was arrested in May 1996 on charges
of genocide. Reports of such interference have continued this year.

"In the climate of bitterness and suspicion which prevails after the genocide, many defendants
accused of genocide are considered guilty unless proved innocent," Amnesty International
said.

In at least two trials, the court did not prevent defendants being jeered by spectators. Public
statements by government officials declaring all defendants guilty in the months preceding the
trials add to the risk of erroneous convictions and put judges under real or perceived pressure.
The judges have failed to investigate claims by some defendants that they incriminated
themselves under torture.

"The Rwandese government should issue a directive to judicial officials advising them to
exclude any confession obtained as a result of duress or torture," Amnesty International said.

Rwanda has ratified many international conventions, including the African Charter on Human
and Peoples' Rights. These conventions stipulate that every person has the right to a fair and
public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal, and to be presumed
innocent until proven guilty. The first trials show a serious disregard for all these principles.

By the end of February, at least 13 defendants had been sentenced to death. The first trial on
27 December 1996 lasted only about four hours. D?ogratias Bizimana, a former medical
assistant and Egide Gatanazi, a former local government administrator, charged with genocide
and crimes against humanity, had no access to legal counsel before and during their trial. A
week later, they were pronounced guilty and sentenced to death. They have filed an appeal,
but by the end of February, it had not yet be heard. On 10 January, the trial of three former
teachers accused of genocide and crimes against humanity also lasted only four hours, without
the assistance of a defence lawyer. On 17 January, they were sentenced to death.

"While some of the more prominent defendants -- such as Froduald Karamira -- appeared to
benefit from trials which had fewer problems, some of the lesser-known defendants were
subjected to the most unfair trials," Amnesty International said.

Inadequate training for most trial judges and prosecutors, in addition to the absence or lack of
proper training and experience of defence lawyers remains the most significant obstacle to a
fair trial in Rwanda. For about 100,000 prisoners awaiting trial, there are only 16 defence
lawyers currently practising in Rwanda. The present climate of hostility towards those
accused of genocide may explain the reluctance of many lawyers to be involved in these trials.

In cases where the accused have been allowed a lawyer and sufficient time to prepare their
defence, trials, despite their outcomes, were characterized by greater respect for proper
procedures.

"The establishment of an adequately trained, permanent body of Rwandese defence lawyers is
essential for the many trials which will be taking place in the months and years ahead,"



Amnesty International said. "The international community should invest sufficient human and
financial resources to ensure that this becomes a reality."

The organization is concerned that the Organic Law 8/96 limits the rights of appeals to
questions of law or flagrant errors of fact. Defendants who have been sentenced to death are
reported to have filed appeals, but by the start of April their appeals had not yet been heard

Amnesty International is unconditionally opposed to the use of the death penalty, in all
countries, because it is a state-sanctioned violation of the right to life. In Rwanda, the situation
is of special concern when people may be sentenced to death after unfair trials.

You may repost this message onto other sources provided the main text is not altered in any
way and both the header crediting Amnesty International and this footer remain intact. Only
the list subscription message may be removed.

To subscribe to amnesty-L, send a message to with "subscribe amnesty-L" in the message
body.

To unsubscribe, send a message to with "signoff amnesty-L" in the message body. If you have
problem signing off, contact .
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   Amnesty International Condemns AFDL Abuses against Rwandese Refugees in                         
Eastern Zaire

Amnesty International condemns actions of the Alliance des forcesd�mocratiques pour la
lib�ration du Congo-Zaire (AFDL),Alliance of Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Congo-
Zaire, which are exacerbating the already intolerable situation of Rwandese refugees in eastern
Zaire.

About 80,000 refugees camped at several locations south of Kisangani, thecapital of Haut-
Zaire region, are reported to be severely weakened by starvation, disease and exhaustion.

"How many refugees have to die or suffer human rights abuses at the hands of the AFDL
before world governments and intergovernmental organisations send a clear message to the
AFDL that they would be held accountable for any further deaths ordered or condoned by
their leaders, Amnesty International said today.

"The international community should put pressure on the AFDL to recognise that refugees
have a right to life and other human rights," the organisation said. "The deliberate violation of
these rights is totally unacceptable under any circumstances."

Humanitarian agencies, including the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), have been attacked and supplies for refugees looted by Zairian civilians while
members of the AFDL looked on. The AFDL has stopped providing security for relief
supplies and aid workers. Lack of security inside and on the way to the camps has stopped
relief work and refugees are left to die from starvation, disease and exhaustion.

Amnesty International has learned that as many as 90 refugees were dying each day before the
assistance was disrupted by violence at the end of last week.The organisation is concerned
that many more may be massacred during attacks by Zairian civilians and the AFDL, which
have been reported in recent days. The exclusion of humanitarian agencies from the camps
means that there are no independent witnesses to these abuses.

"The deliberate disruption of humanitarian assistance to the refugees amounts to cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment. We expect the international community to condemn this and
call for an immediate and unconditional end to this inhumane behaviour of the AFDL,"
Amnesty International said.

At the start of April the AFDL authorised an airlift of the refugees to Rwanda. However, the
Rwandese authorities have reportedly said that they will not allow the refugees to be flown
direct to Rwanda, although most of the refugees reportedly come from areas close to Kigali



international airport. In recent days AFDL leaders have claimed that an airlift now would
spread choleraamong the Zairian population.

Amnesty International is concerned that the ill-treatment and attacks on Rwandese refugees
appear to be part of a pattern of human rights abuses by theAFDL against Rwandese refugees.
The organisation has received numerous and consistent reports of human rights abuses,
including deliberate and arbitrary killings and "disappearances", of Rwandese Hutu refugees
and Zairian Hutu since the armed conflict began in September 1996. The refugees being
targeted have since then been roaming the forests of Zaire to escape attacks and are unable to
flee any further.

On 18 April, in an apparent move to further disrupt humanitarian work for the refugees, the
AFDL forcibly took 60,000 litres of UNHCR fuel reserves in the eastern Zairian town of
Goma. The fuel would have been used to reach and transport Rwandese refugees. On the same
day, the AFDL failed to prevent the looting of about 120 tons of humanitarian supplies being
transported to the camps. Further looting has been reported at Kasese. The AFDL has also
reportedly threatened to close Kisangani airport to humanitarian traffic.

Sources in eastern Zaire have told Amnesty International that AFDL leaders are inciting the
local population against the refugees and humanitarian organisations.

An aid worker told Amnesty International: "This is part of an orchestrated campaign by the
AFDL. They have been using their radio to blame the refugees for the cholera and to
emphasise that humanitarian agencies only help Rwandese refugees. This is not true. We have
assisted displaced Zairians and the UNHCR has flown many of them to eastern Zaire,
something they are refusing to be done for the Rwandese".

Aid agencies have also told the organisation that they fear attacks on the refugees will result in
many deaths and drive many others further south and away from any assistance.

Amnesty International is also concerned about reports that tens of thousands or other refugees
still hiding in the forests or congregating in openspaces may be attacked by armed groups. The
AFDL has imposed severe restrictions on the movement of humanitarian agencies and there
are no independent witnesses to reports of killings and other abuses against refugees and
displaced Zairians. Refugees are reported to be still hiding inparts of North and South-Kivu
regions. Amnesty International has received reports that somedirect or indirect witnesses are
failing to report any abuses for fear of severe reprisals by the AFDL.
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Mineral Wealth Should not Overshadow Country's Shameful
Human Rights Record

AI INDEX: AFR 62/14/97

Amnesty International is urging African leaders -- who are meeting at anOrganization of African Unity (OAU)
summit in Harare -- to demand thatPresident Laurent Kabila of the Democratic Republic of Congo
(formerlyZaire) investigates the latest massacre in his country.

As many as 123 unarmed civilians were reportedly gunned down on 26 May bymembers of President Kabila's
new army in South-Kivu region's Uvira town.

"President Kabila should immediately initiate an independent and impartialinquiry into the massacre and bring
to justice any soldiers foundresponsible," Amnesty International said today. "We are appealing toAfrican leaders
to show at the OAU summit that the safety and physicalintegrity of human beings in ex-Zaire are more
important than the country'smineral wealth."

Sources in Uvira have informed Amnesty International that about 10 peoplewere shot dead on the night of 25 to
26 May by gunmen believed to bemembers of the Alliance des forces de[/]mocratiques pour la libe[/]rationdu
Congo-Zaire (AFDL), Alliance of Democratic Forces for the Liberation ofCongo-Zaire. On 26 May several
hundred people gathered in Uvira town todemonstrate against these and other killings by the AFDL in and
aroundUvira.

Demonstrators, apparently carrying the bodies of the people killed theprevious night, came from Kasenga,
Kabindula and other localities of Uvira.The demonstrators met up at Kakungwe where they were reportedly
interceptedby members of the AFDL. One soldier is said to have talked to his superiorson radio and soon after,
the soldiers opened fire, killing as many as 123demonstrators. The Uvira District Commissioner (Commissaire
de zone) wasreportedly shot and wounded in the incident. The circumstances are howeverunclear. He is
reportedly hospitalized at Roi Khaled Hospital in theBurundian capital, Bujumbura.

Amnesty International is concerned that many world leaders have chosen toignore the AFDL's shameful human
rights record. Most of them have pledgedsupport to rebuild the shattered infrastructure of ex-Zaire, but
virtuallynone have committed themselves to help the country's new leaders improvetheir human rights record.

"In the wake of the military victory of Laurent Kabila and his forces,there has been an eagerness to welcome the
new government and to downplaywidespread human rights violations," Amnesty International said.

Laurent Kabila and the AFDL leadership have persistently denied reports ofmassacres by the AFDL, yet they
have refused to accept independent andimpartial inquiries. At the start of May 1997 they refused to allow aUnited
Nations (UN) mission led by Roberto Garreton, the UN SpecialRapporteur on (ex-) Zaire, to investigate reports
of widespread massacresand other human rights crimes committed in eastern Zaire by the AFDL andother forces.
After the UN Security Council expressed at the end of May1997 concern at massacres of Hutu refugees by the
AFDL, Kabila's governmentreportedly said in an official statement, "These so-called continuingmassacres of
refugees are defamatory and invented by those who failed toprevent the fall of the dictatorial regime in our
country".

"Kabila cannot be allowed to hide behind the dark veil of the very poorhuman rights record of former President
Mobutu Sese Seko," AmnestyInternational said.

"Gross human rights violations by Mobutu's forces cannot serve as an excusefor the AFDL and its allies to
massacre thousands of unarmed refugees andex-Zairian civilians with impunity. A population which has suffered
humanrights abuses for decades deserves and must expect better."



This massacre is the latest in a series of deliberate and arbitrarykillings by the Tutsi-dominated AFDL since
October 1996 when they launchedan attack against forces of former President Mobutu Sese Seko. Thousands
ofunarmed civilians, mostly Rwandese Hutu refugees and (ex-) Zairian Hutu,are reported to have been
deliberately and arbitrarily killed. Congolese(ex-Zairians) from other ethnic groups suspected or known to be
sympatheticto the Hutu and others thought to be hostile to the Tutsi have also beentargeted.

Around Uvira, tensions between the AFDL and members of the Vira, Bembe andFulero ethnic groups considered
to be opposed to Tutsi domination have beenhigh. The AFDL is reported to have summarily executed members
of theseethnic groups in South-Kivu on suspicion of belonging to armed groupsopposed to the AFDL. ENDS\
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Ethnic "regroupment" takes place in the context of massacres

Since February 1996, the Burundian authorities have forced hundreds ofthousands of civilians
to leave their homes and live in camps, creating anew category of displaced persons known as
regroupe's. This terribleprocess has led to massacres of hundreds of men, women and
children,Amnesty International said today as it launched a new report on Burundi.

"This regroupment policy applies almost exclusively to the Hutu ethnicgroup which is
effectively trapped in appalling and life-threateningconditions in the camps or which becomes
a military target outside thecamps," Amnesty International said.

The new report-- Burundi: Forced relocation, new patterns of human rightsabuses--
documents human rights abuses which have characterized the policy.

The Government of Burundi claims that the camps are for the inhabitants'own protection, that
they are voluntary, that regroupment applies to allethnic groups equally, and that it is a short-
term measure. However,Amnesty International has received numerous testimonies which
show that, inthe majority of cases, the local Hutu population was moved into the campsby
force or coercion. The first regroupment camp was set up in February1996 by the governor of
Karuzi province. Subsequently, camps have been setup in a number of other provinces where
armed opposition groups have beenactive. There are strong indications that the camps are part
of a long-termmilitary strategy of forcible relocation to undermine support for Huturebel
groups.

"A pattern of mass human rights violations committing during or after theprocess of
regroupment undermines any argument that this regroupmentprovides protection," the
organization said.

In late June, Major Pierre Buyoya, the president of Burundi, announced onstate radio that
those in regroupment camps should go home where securitypermitted. However, there is little
evidence that there has been a changein the policy and with the exception of Kayanza
province where inhabitantsof one camp have been allowed to return home, the population
remainsconfined to the camps. Those who have left the camp have been resettledalong roads;
some sources fear this is a continued attempt to control thepopulation. Estimates for the total
number of people confined inregroupment camps vary; independent estimates range from
350,000 to500,000.

During regroupment operations, security forces and allied Tutsi militiahave been accused of
killings, house destruction, looting and rape. InJanuary and February up to 122 people,



including a 70-year-old man and sixchildren are reported to have been killed in Rutegama
commune, MuramyvaProvince. At the same time, 272 people who had not regrouped,
including an81-year-old woman and a six-year-old child, were reportedly killed inButaganzwa
commune, Ninga zone. Whole families were slaughtered.

In many cases house destruction, carried out by soldiers sometimesaccompanied by members
of Tutsi militias, appears to have taken place tomake it impossible for the inhabitants to
return to their homes. In othercases, particularly in Karuzi and Bururi provinces, Hutu have
reportedlybeen forced to burn down their homes before being shunted to regroupmentcamps.

"This policy of segregation will serve to increase political, social andeconomic disparities and
tensions between the two ethnic groups," AmnestyInternational said. "If regroupment
continues it will have a disastrousimpact on the human rights situation in Burundi."

Inside the regroupment camps, movement is restricted for inhabitants. Insome cases, as in
Kayanza province, initially people were not allowed toleave the camps at all. Restrictions on
freedom of movement show thecrucial difference between the regroupment camps, whose
inhabitants aremainly Hutu, and the displaced camps, whose inhabitants are
predominantlyTutsi. For instance, in Kayanza Province two such camps are
effectivelydivided by a tiny barrier, yet those in the camp for the displaced may, ifthey wish,
move freely in and out of the camps and leave to return to theirhomes. Unconfirmed reports
allege that in several instances, people tryingto leave regroupment camps without
authorization have been shot.

Amnesty International has received consistent reports of a number ofapparent
"disappearances". On arrival in the camps, many people wereallegedly asked to denounce
those who may be involved in armed opposition.As a result, "disappearances" and
extrajudicial executions may haveroutinely occurred. Furthermore, conditions inside the camps
are appallingand have led to rises in the incidence of malnutrition, malaria, diarrhoeaand
respiratory tract infections. A typhus epidemic which broke out inBurundi earlier this year
appeared to be concentrated in regroupment campsin affected provinces, its transmission
facilitated by the conditions.

"In a war which is being played out largely on ethnic lines whateffectively amounts to the
isolation of ethnic groups into definable areasmakes them vulnerable to attack," Amnesty
International said.

In the last few months, hundreds of people were killed or wounded inattacks on regroupment
camps. It is sometimes difficult to confirm theidentity of the attackers. While the government
accused members of Hutuarmed groups, other credible sources have reported that some
attacks werecommitted by government soldiers, sometimes in reprisal for attacks by
Hutudominated armed opposition groups.

While Tutsi civilians may see the Tutsi-dominated security forces as asource of protection,
the security forces have a 30-year history ofmassacring unarmed civilians, mostly members of
the majority Hutu ethnicgroup. Since October 1993, more than half a million people have been



forcedto abandon their homes. While displaced Tutsi have largely fled todisplaced people's
camps protected by the military, Hutu who have fledtheir homes have mostly sought shelter
away from camps. Conditions in campsfor the displaced are also harsh, and have been
attacked on severaloccasions by armed groups.

"This inhuman policy may in part be motivated by a desire for revenge, orcollective
punishment, by members of one ethnic community on another,"Amnesty International said.
"Human rights violations can't be disguised asprotection."
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Governments should ensure safety of refugees

AI INDEX: AFR 02/25/97

Democratic Republic of Congo/Rwanda: Governments should ensure safety ofrefugees as
hundreds are forcibly repatriated

The Governments of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Rwanda shouldissue
immediate orders to their soldiers not to violate the rights ofthousands of Rwandese and
Burundian refugees in the DRC, AmnestyInternational said today amidst reports that several
hundred refugees wereforcibly returned to Rwanda from Kisangani yesterday.

The DRC authorities have repeatedly threatened to forcibly repatriate anyrefugees remaining
in the DRC by 15 September 1997. Soldiers have also beendeployed where refugees have
gathered in other parts of the country, forexample around Shabunda, and there are fears that
many more refugees couldyet be forced back to Rwanda or Burundi.

"We are concerned that thousands of refugees are at risk of being forciblyreturned to an unsafe
situation. It is imperative that world governmentsand intergovernmental organizations hold the
governments of DRC and Rwandaaccountable for any harm done to refugees," the human
rights organizationsaid.

In the last few days soldiers, described by sources as Rwandese, surroundeda transit centre at
Kisangani inhabited by around 450 Rwandese and around345 Burundian refugees. It is unclear
whether members of the Alliance desforces de[/]mocratiques pour la libe[/]ration du Congo
(AFDL), the newCongolese national army, were directly involved.

The soldiers prevented humanitarian agencies, including the United NationsHigh
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), from entering the transit centre.The soldiers also
cordoned off Kisangani airport. On 5 September it wasreported that atleast 524 Rwandese and
Burundian refugees, including many children, hadarrived in the Rwandese capital Kigali
afterbeing made to board three aeroplanes in Kisangani.

It is not yet clear what has happened to the remaining refugees at thetransit centre. This is
deeply worrying because of reports that in Augustsoldiers entered the transit centre on several
occasions and led away anunknown number of refugees. The refugees did not return and it is
believedthat they may have been killed.



"These soldiers cannot be entrusted with the safety of refugees," AmnestyInternational said,
pointing out that reports abound of massacres ofRwandese and Burundian refugees in camps
and forests of the DRC sinceOctober 1996. Several hundred thousand refugees still remain
unaccountedfor.

"The latest situation is especially alarming as humanitarian agencies havebeen prevented from
having access to the refugees. This is a frighteningreminder of April and May 1997 when
hundreds of refugees south of Kisanganiwere reportedly massacred by members of the AFDL
and their allies."

Returning Rwandese and Burundian refugees are at risk of grave human rightsabuses in their
home country. Many of the Rwandese refugees may bereturning to areas in the northwest of
Rwanda where thousands of civilianshave been killed or "disappeared" in recent months.

These areas are largely inaccessible to humanitarian agencies due towidespread violence, and it
is virtually impossible to monitor the safetyof returnees. Burundian refugees also risk being
deliberately andarbitrarily killed by Burundi government forces or armed opposition groupsas
widespread insecurity persists in many parts of Burundi.

"While no explanation is known to have been given for the timing of theseforcible expulsions,
we fear that the arbitrary deadline of 15 Septembercould be linked to the presence of a UN
human rights team currently in theDRC to investigate reports of massacres of refugees. It may
be an attemptto remove witnesses to the massacres who could beinterviewed by the
investigators," Amnesty International said.

"Once back in Rwanda, these refugees will be difficult to find. The DRCauthorities are still
obstructing the UN investigations, amidst reportsthat evidence of the massacres is being
destroyed or concealed."ENDS.../
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Summary of the report on Rwanda

At least 6,000 people - the majority unarmed civilians - are reported tohave been killed in
Rwanda between January and August 1997. The real figureis probably considerably higher.

By August 1997, killings were continuing on a virtually daily basis. Thevictims include many
returnees who were among the hundreds of thousands ofRwandese refugees forcibly returned
from the Democratic Republic of Congoand Tanzania in November and December 1996.
Soldiers of the RwandesePatriotic Army (RPA) and armed groups believed to be composed of
or alliedto members of the former Forces armees rwandaises (FAR) - the formerRwandese
armed forces - are deliberately targeting unarmed men, women andyoung children, hunting
them down in their homes. Many people have"disappeared" and their families do not know
whether they are alive ordead.

During 1997, both the RPA and armed opposition groups have been responsiblefor
widespread killings of unarmed civilians. However, testimonies receivedfrom the northwestern
prefectures of Rwanda - where most of the violence isconcentrated - consistently affirm that
the majority of the killings ofunarmed civilians in recent months have been carried out by the
RPA.

In some cases, it is difficult to identify the perpetrators of killings.Eye-witnesses usually refer
to "armed men in military uniform" but thereare sometimes conflicting reports as to whether
these were members of theRPA or ex-FAR. There is reason to believe that both sides are
adopting adeliberate strategy of confusion so as to be able to blame attacks on eachother, with
little possibility of independent verification.

Fighting between the RPA and armed opposition groups is reported to haveintensified. Whole
regions in the northwest of the country have becomevirtually inaccessible. Few independent
human rights observers are able togo there; as a result, the perpetrators of human rights abuses
are able tocarry on killing without independent witnesses.

Once again, death has become almost a banality in the lives of ordinaryRwandese. The
population of Rwanda is living in a state of fear, knowingthat whatever their ethnic origin or
their perceived affiliation, they maybecome targets of arbitrary violence by one side or the
other.Most are tooafraid to speak about the situation for fear of being killed. Those who
arelucky enough to escape with their lives may face the prospect of arbitraryarrest, ill-
treatment and prolonged detention in life-threateningconditions. Staff working for international
organizations have not beenspared; several assassinations of foreign nationals as well as



Rwandeseemployees of international organizations have meant that the essential workof
humanitarian and human rights organizations has been severely disruptedand the populations
most in need are not receiving adequate assistance.

The real level of human rights abuses continues to be played down both bythe Rwandese
authorities, who claim to have control over the situation,and, seemingly, by the international
community. International media reportson the current human rights situation in Rwanda
remain rare and mostforeign governments appear to be turning a blind eye to the worsening
humanrights situation and continue advocating the repatriation of Rwandeserefugees from
neighbouring countries.

Amnesty International is publishing this report now to highlight the scaleand gravity of the
human rights abuses taking place in Rwanda and to bringthis information to the attention of
those who could bring about positivechanges. The report includes a set of recommendations to
the RwandeseGovernment, to armed opposition groups and to foreign governments
andintergovernmental organizations.

Amnesty International believes that concerted action by the Rwandeseauthorities, with the
encouragement and support of foreign governments, isessential to prevent a further slide into
lawlessness and to save the livesof thousands of Rwandese civilians. Basic respect for human
rights must berestored in all parts of Rwanda to enable both returning refugees andRwandese
who did not leave their country to live in safety and free offear.

[ENDS]

[The material contained in this communication comes to you via IRIN, a UNhumanitarian
information unit, but may not necessarily reflect the views ofthe United Nations or its
agencies. UN IRIN Tel: +254 2 622123 Fax: +254 2622129 e-mail: irin@dha.unon.org for
more information. If you re-print,copy, archive or re-post this item, please retain this credit
anddisclaimer. Quotations or extracts should include attribution to theoriginal sources. IRIN
reports are archived on the WWW at:http://www.reliefweb.int or can be retrieved
automatically by sendinge-mail to archive@dha.unon.org.]
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Uganda: Stolen children, stolen lives

AI INDEX: AFR 59/02/97

LONDON -- Up to 8,000 children have been abducted and forced through themost brutal
methods imaginable to become child soldiers and virtual slavesin northern Uganda, Amnesty
International said today. The children, some asyoung as 11-years-old, have been seized over
the past three years by theLord's Resistance Army (LRA), and forced to fight the Ugandan
army.

Children abducted by the LRA are subjected to a regime of extreme andarbitrary violence.
Those caught trying to escape are killed or torturedand both boys and girls are brutalized by
being made to kill otherchildren. Abducted children are"owned" by LRA commanders, with
girls allocated to commanders in forced"marriages" and effectively held assexual slaves. All
children are sent to fight.

"The LRA's deliberate and systematic abduction of thousands of children tobe soldiers is
destroying a generation," said Dr Andrew Mawson, AmnestyInternational's Researcher on
East Africa. "Children are being murdered andtraumatized and the destruction of these young
lives will haunt Uganda foryears".

The Sudan government gives the LRA arms and base camps in Sudaneseterritory. They use
the LRA as a militia group to fight their own internalrebels, the Sudan People's Liberation
Army (SPLA) -- and to destabilizeUganda in retaliation for Ugandan support for the SPLA.
Children attemptingto escape have been caught by the Sudan army and handed back to the
LRA.

"The Sudanese authorities could intervene to save children. Instead theyhave sunk to new
depths of cynicism about human rights by tolerating thekilling and torture of children in their
proxy war against Uganda. Theiractive use and support of the LRA makes them responsible
for abuses by theorganization," Dr Mawson said.

Uganda is widely regarded as a stable and increasingly influential regionalpower, surrounded
by neighbouring states in varying degrees of internalturmoil. However, there has been war in
northern Uganda for the past 11years. Amnesty International's report describes how the north
isdevastated, with over 200,000 internally displaced people living in campsaround army
bases.



The LRA stepped up child-abduction in 1994, often targeting schools. It isestimated that
around 90% of LRA soldiers are abducted children, and widelybelieved that the group could
not survive militarily without them.

Joseph Kony, the LRA leader who claims to be acting under divineinstruction, has not
presented a political program readily understandableto outsiders, beyond calling for Uganda to
be ruled according to thebiblical Ten Commandments.

LRA commanders have laid down edicts to local villages including no ridingbicycles, no
habitation near roads and no keeping pigs -- in apparentdeference to their Sudanese arms-
suppliers. Punishments are harsh -- inOctober 1996, "J", a girl soldier, witnessed a man being
killed for ridinga bicycle. LRA soldiers cut off both his feet and forced his wife to eatone or be
killed.

According to Amnesty International's evidence, LRA commanders forcechildren to take part
in the ritualized killing of others soon after theyare seized. The intention appears to be to
break down resistance to theLRA, destroy taboos about killing, implicate children in criminal
acts andgenerally to terrorize them. Three boys were ordered to use an axe bloweach to kill
another child in August 1996. In October 1996, a group ofgirls was forced to kill another girl
who had tried to escape, before beingcaned 15 times themselves as a warning. The rape of girls
in "forcedmarriages" is fundamental to the organization of the LRA. They areallocated to boys
and commanders as rewards and incentives.

Hundreds of children have managed to escape, despite being pursued by theLRA who
sometimes exact revenge on their families and villages. For thisreason some communities have
been reluctant to welcome children back.Amnesty International's report quotes a boy whose
family was killed afterhe fled describing how he later met and forgave the boy who did
thekilling. The children were united by the horror of what they hadexperienced.

"Even when they have managed to escape, children continue to suffer," DrMawson said.
"Reintegration is difficult, with children hauntedpsychologically and facing an immense
struggle to rebuild shattered lives.The medical and social consequences are particularly bad for
girls. Nearly100% are suffering from a sexually transmitted disease, and face the socialstigma
of rape."

One ray of hope for abducted children is the work done by World VisionUganda and Gulu
Support for Children Organization (GUSCO). These twoorganizations have set up programs
for psycho-social counselling andtherapy, to help the children come to terms with the violence
to which theyhave been subjected and which they have perpetrated. However, on its owntheir
work will not break the cycle of violence which exists in northernUganda, Dr Mawson added.

Amnesty International's report condemns the LRA's human rights abuses andcalls on the
movement to release all children held as captives or childsoldiers. It calls on the international
community to improve measures toprotect children in armed conflict and to put pressure on
Sudan to end itssupport of the LRA. "The Sudanese government is clearly acting in breach
ofinternational human rights standards, including the United NationsConvention on the Rights



of the Child and the Slavery Convention," DrMawson said. "The government must be held
accountable for wreckingthousands of children's lives."

Human rights violations by Ugandan government forces are not detailed inthe report, which
focuses on children and the LRA. However, violations bygovernment forces take place.
During a field visit to northern Uganda inMay 1997, Amnesty International investigators
discovered a man held in apit by soldiers who had melted a plastic water container over his
body. Theorganizatiion believes that the Uganda government should demonstrate itsconcern
about the continuing abuse of human rights in the north by settingup an inquiry into abuses
by all parties in the 11-year war.

ENDS.../
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Amnesty International condemns forcible return of Burundi and
Rwandese refugees

News Release Issued by the International Secretariat of Amnesty International *AI INDEX:
AFR 02/31/97

Amnesty International today raised the alarm about the apparently coordinated efforts by the
Governments of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Burundi -- and reportedly also
Rwanda -- to force thousands of Burundi and Rwandese refugees from the DRC back to their
own country where they are at risk of grave human rights abuses.

"What is particularly worrying is that Burundi and Rwandese soldiers have systematically
sought out these refugees -- with the help of the local Congolese authorities -- and expelled
them back to their country where they at risk of being killed," Amnesty International said
today.

The human rights organization is investigating reports that of the 63 Burundi refugees arrested
in Uvira, DRC, 38 have "disappeared". It is also investigating reports of extrajudicial
executions of unarmed civilians by Burundi soldiers during the operation in DRC.

"It is imperative that the Governments of the DRC, Burundi and Rwanda act now to stop the
forcible return of these refugees," Amnesty International said. "The DRC authorities should
also remove the foreign forces involved in their expulsions."

Since 9 November up to 2,000 Burundi and Rwandese refugees have been forcibly returned
from South-Kivu to Burundi, and a further 700 Rwandese refugees forcibly returned to
Rwanda in what appears to be a coordinated military operation by troops from the three
countries. "The DRC Government should also recognizes its obligations -- under international
and customary law -- to guarantee the safety of refugees in the country," Amnesty
International said. "The authorities in Burundi and Rwanda should also ensure that those
refugees who have returned are protected from human rights abuses."

There are unconfirmed reports of similar operations taking place in other parts of the country,
including Fizi territory in South Kivu province. Thousands more Rwandese and Burundi
refugees in DRC face imminent forcible return or other threats to their safety.

Seven trucks of Burundi soldiers reportedly crossed over into Kihanga, DRC, on 7 November
and, with the assistance of local Congolese authorities and members of the security forces as



well as Rwandese soldiers, systematically sought out the refugees. Between 7 and 13
November at least seven villages and towns were searched, including the town of Uvira on 9
and 10 November. The Burundi refugees, many of whom had been living in eastern DRC for
many years -- some since 1972, others since the early to mid-1980s -- were integrated into the
local Congolese population and Burundi soldiers used the local authorities to identify the
refugees.

Refugees were picked up wherever they were found and were not allowed to return to their
homes to collect their belongings or see members of their families. Some were picked up at
night before being transported back to Burundi the next day. Many were separated from their
families. Those who tried to resist were beaten. Some were threatened with execution if they
did not comply. The refugees were reportedly accused of belonging to a DRC armed group,
known as Mayi Mayi, or the former Rwandese interahamwemilitia.

The refugees were forcibly returned to Burundi's northern province of Cibitoke, crossing the
Rusizi river, where on the other side more Burundi soldiers were waiting for them.

At least 700 Rwandese refugees have also been forcibly returned from the same area by
Congolese soldiers, reportedly with the assistance of Rwandese soldiers, on or around 12
November. The conditions of their identification by soldiers and their return were the same.

Sixty-nine Rwandese refugees forcibly removed from DRC were amongst the 2,000 refugees
forcibly returned to Burundi. They are believed to have been transferred to Gatumba transit
camp near the capital, Bujumbura. It is not clear whether the Burundi authorities will allow
them to stay -- virtually all Rwandese refugees have now left Burundi, the majority having
been either forcibly returned or coerced into leaving.

BACKGROUND

Refugees within the Great Lakes region constantly face the threat and fear of refoulement to
their country of origin, or to a country where their safety cannot be guaranteed.
Internationally binding standards of protection for refugees have been systematically
overlooked by the countries involved. In some cases, international agencies such as UNHCR,
have succumbed to pressure by host governments to compromise these principles.

Returning Burundi refugees are in danger of grave human rights abuses in their home country.
They risk being deliberately and arbitrarily killed by Burundi government forces or armed
opposition groups as widespread insecurity persists in many parts of Burundi, including
Cibitoke province, which is often inaccessible to humanitarian agencies due to widespread
violence. It is virtually impossible for independent observers to monitor the safety of
returnees. Hundreds of Burundi refugees have been forcibly expelled from the DRC in late
1996 and 1997; many were subsequently extrajudicially executed soon after their return to
Burundi.

Many Rwandese refugees who have been forcibly repatriated from the DRC and other
countries have also been subjected to grave abuses in the past. Some have been killed, others



"disappeared". More than 6,000 people -- the majority unarmed civilians -- are reported to
have been killed in Rwanda since 1997. Many unreported deaths mean that the real figure may
be considerably higher. The victims include many returnees from the DRC.

Killings and massacres have been carried out both by the Rwandese Patriotic Army (RPA)
and armed opposition groups believed to be allied to the former army of Rwanda. Thousands
of unarmed civilians, including young children and elderly people, have been shot dead during
RPA operations, following reported attacks by armed opposition groups.ENDS.../
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Victims of Deadly Alliances - Time the International Community
opened its Eyes

AI INDEX: AFR 62/36/97

Democratic Republic of Congo:

"The aggressors attacked this time in a U-formation... I saw Dathive behind me succumb to
automatic fire... My lips trembled and a stream of tears flowed instinctively. I saw an inert
female body and a child who cried on its side fingering her breasts!... What carnage! I saw
before me bodies falling like banana trees cut down by a sharp machete".

The speaker: a Rwandese refugee. The scene: a massacre of Rwandese refugees by the forces
supporting the current President, Laurent-Desire Kabila, at Wendji, northwestern Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC) on 13 May 1997.

"There can no lasting peace and security in the DRC while the government continues to deny
the terrifying truth to the international community -- that its combatants carried out a
deliberate and calculated policy to kill thousands of Rwandese refugees and Congolese
civilians," Amnesty International said in a new report released today.

The Amnesty International report, DRC: Deadly alliances in Congolese forests, portrays a
sustained pattern of atrocities committed primarily against Rwandese, Burundian and
Congolese Hutu, as well as against Congolese nationals from other ethnic groups -- which have
persisted after Laurent Kabila assumed power in May 1997. There is abundant evidence
tosupport that the Alliance des forces democratiques pour la liberation du Congo (AFDL) and
its allies --particularly the Rwandese Patriotic Army (RPA), as well as the Forces arme[/]es
zairoises (FAZ) and other armed groups, including mercenaries -- were involved in the killings.

Various sources in the DRC have reported that the AFDL and its allies have been using
various methods, including burning bodies and dumping them in rivers, to conceal evidence of
the atrocities. The AFDL caused many of the victims to die from starvation, disease and
exposure -- a fact that led the United Nations Secretary-General to speak of the " victims of
slowextermination".

"There is an urgent need to carry out a thorough investigation to establish at what level these
actions were ordered, encouraged or condoned by the AFDL leadership," Amnesty
International said. "If the intent to kill or cause the death of all or many of the refugees is



established, it could constitute evidence that genocide or other crimes against humanity
werecommitted -- particularly against members of the Hutu ethnic group."

Although the DRC Government has finally allowed the UN investigative team back into the
country to begin investigations into the massacres, the UN Secretary-General has been
threatening to pull the team out as even after two weeks access has still not yet been allowed.

Instead of seeking means to protect hundreds of thousands of refugees and other unarmed
civilians from human rights abuses, governments and intergovernmental organizations focussed
almost exclusively on the repatriation of Rwandese refugees. Some governments even claimed
that most of the refugees who failed to return to Rwanda were combatants which had the
effect of making the AFDL and its allies believe that the international community considered
Rwandese Hutu nationals left in the DRC as legitimate targets.

"The presence of armed elements among or close to unarmed Hutu refugees was usually given
as justification for attacking the refugees," Amnesty International said "This had the effect of
establishing a pattern of wanton killing of Hutu, initially men of fighting age, as early as
December 1996."

Witnesses, interviewed by Amnesty International in June 1997, said as many as 140 refugees
were killed by the AFDL at Wendji. One Congolese witness claimed to have counted 295
bodies lying along the road between Wendji and Mbandaka. Some sources have claimed that as
many as 800 refugees may have been killed in and around Mbandaka.

"The AFDL has used all means, including denial of access by human rights and humanitarian
agencies, to prevent a thorough investigation of the massacres," Amnesty International said.

Since the start of 1997, a number of humanitarian organizations have said, some confidentially
and a few publicly, that they were being used by the AFDL to lure refugees from hiding to be
killed. For example, in late May, a group of 30 refugees who had been encouraged by
humanitarian workers to come out of their hiding in the forest around Wendji was
reportedlymassacred by AFDL soldiers travelling on a truck.

Critics of the AFDL and its leaders, including journalists, members of opposition political
parties and human rights defenders, have also been targeted for arrest and ill-treatment since
the AFDL assumed power. In some cases, arrest warrants were reportedly issued days or
even weeks after the arrests to legalise otherwise arbitrary arrests and unlawful detentions.

Despite numerous appeals by Amnesty International -- including a 27-page memorandum
submitted to President Kabila in August 1997 -- the DRC Government has consistently failed
to address the organization's concerns. Amnesty International believes that the DRC
Government, UN Member States, the Organization of African Unity and the wider
international community should take action now to end human rights violations condoned or
ordered by government and other political leaders in the DRC.

"It is time that world governments accepted their role in legitimizing the killing, abduction,



torture and rape of thousands of unarmed civilians and refugees accused of 'guilt by
association' with the armed groups -- and in supporting President Kabila's denial of these
atrocities," Amnesty International said. "Governments should not allow their past
responsibilities to paralize their much needed action now in putting an end to these abuses."
ENDS.../

For further information, please refer to the Amnesty International document: Democratic
Republic of Congo: Deadly Alliances in Congolese forests, 3 December 1997, AI Index: AFR
62/33/97.
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Rwanda: "The Dead Can No Longer Be Counted"

AI INDEX: AFR 47/44/97

The quote above -- from a testimony received from the Gisenyi region -- illustrates the despair
of the civilian population trapped in Rwanda's northwestern regions.

Unarmed men, women, young children and babies are being targeted by both sides in an
intensifying conflict between the Rwandese Patriotic Army (RPA) and armed opposition
groups believed to be allied to the former Rwandese armed forces.

"Everyday we are receiving reports of new massacres of civilians, and behind each massacre,
we uncover another," Amnesty International said today, as it published an urgent new report
describing killings by government forces and armed opposition groups throughout October,
November and early December 1997.

"We want this report to shake the international community out of its indifference to the plight
of the civilian population in Rwanda -- and to highlight the fact that both RPA soldiers and
armed opposition groups are responsible for grave human rights abuses," Amnesty
International said. "The massacres of the last three months appear to be the largest-scale
killings by both the RPA and armed opposition groups for at least two years."

Foreign media and diplomats rightly condemned last week's appalling massacre of around 300
mainly Tutsi Congolese refugees carried out by Hutu armed opposition groups in Mudende,
Gisenyi, on 11 December. However, the large-scale reprisals which followed the same day in
which hundreds of Hutu civilians were reportedly killed by Tutsi civilians in collaboration
with RPA soldiers -- remain cloaked in silence.

"Whatever the scale of atrocities committed by one side, they can never justify similar
atrocities by the other," Amnesty International said.

The organization welcomed the US Secretary of State Madeleine Albright's initiative to ask
US war crimes envoy David Scheffer to investigate the massacre of refugees at Mudende, but
also urged him to investigate reports of massacres of hundreds of civilians by RPA soldiers.

The increasing insecurity, the climate of fear and the restrictions imposed by the Rwandese
authorities on access to sites of reported massacres have created difficulties for independent
human rights organizations and media to verify the details of these reported atrocities. Many



areas in the northwest where most of the killings are taking place are inaccessible to
independent investigations.

"As the truth continues to be suppressed, no preventive action is taken, and the despair of the
population is aggravated," Amnesty International said. "We are being told that on average at
least one whole family is killed everyday."

The incidents described in Amnesty International's report represent only a fraction of those
which have occurred since October. Killings in Rwanda in the last three months have escalated
dramatically. Local residents in areas affected by the armed conflict are living in terror of both
RPA soldiers and armed opposition groups and have nowhere to run to for safety. Neither
side appears to be making any attempt to spare civilianlives.

The report provides details of almost daily reports of killings attributed to RPA soldiers,
mostly during military search operations. For example:

On 21 November, RPA soldiers reportedly killed at least 539 civilians -- and possibly many
more -- in Jenda, Nkuli, Ruhengeri.

On 16 November, RPA soldiers surrounded Kirehe cellule, in Gatonde, Ruhengeri, and
reportedly shot dead more than 300 people.

Between 13 and 23 November, military helicopters reportedly fired on several areas in
Gisenyi. An unknown number of civilians are reported to have died and many houses were
burned.

On 9 November, RPA soldiers shot indiscriminately at civilians in Gashyusha, in Kibilira,
Gisenyi. At least 150 people were killed. Many bodies were buried in mass graves and others
thrown into the river.

Between 23 and 28 October, several thousand people were reportedly killed by RPA soldiers
in a large cave at Nyakimana, in Kanama, Gisenyi. The total number of victims is still
impossible to confirm, as the authorities have denied access to the site to independent
investigators.

Since October, armed opposition groups have also become bolder and more ruthless in their
attacks. For example, in addition to the massacre of around 300 Congolese refugees at
Mudende:

On 17 November, armed groups killed between 20 and 30 civilians from seven families in
Mukamira, Ruhengeri.On 14 October, 37 civilians, most of them Tutsi, were reportedly killed
by an armed group in Mutura, Gisenyi.

"The threat posed by the armed insurgency in the northwest should not be underestimated,"
Amnesty International said. "However, the Rwandese security forces have a duty to protect
the civilian population in its entirety, regardless of ethnic, political or other affiliation. Non-



combatants should not be targeted, under any circumstances."

Amnesty International also appealed to the Rwandese Government to ensure unrestricted and
safe access to the sites of reported killings to independent local and international human rights
organizations and local and foreign journalists.ENDS.../
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